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ABSTRACT

Before I write down the problem of how angels actually take human lives, I first ask forgiveness 
from Allah SWT. Here I try to open the veil that covers the secret of how angels actually take 
human life, from the point of view of the molecular structure of nucleic acid or deoxyribonucleic 
acid (DNA).

There are several verses that become Allah's secret unlocking tool about how angels actually take 
human lives, namely the following verse:

"Allah holds the soul when it dies and the soul that has not died in its sleep; so He holds the soul 
which He has appointed death and He releases another soul until the appointed time. Verily in 
that are signs of Allah's power for a people who think (Az Zumar : 39: 42)

“So when I have perfected the show and breathed into it my skirt; then you must prostrate to 
him." (Shaad: 38:72)

"When I have perfected the event, and have breathed into it my spirit, then submit to it prostrating
yourself (Al Hijr: 15:29)

"And verily We have created man and know what his heart whispers, and We are nearer to him 
than his jugular vein." (Qaf: 50:16)

"... We made the apostle an angel... a man... (Al An'aam: 6: 9)

"Say: "The angel of death entrusted to you will take your life, then only to your Lord you will be 
returned." (As Sajdah: 32:11)

"What if the angels took their lives while beating their faces and their backs? (Muhammad: 47: 
27)

"By the one who plucks out loudly (An Naazi´aat: 79:1)

"and who plucks gently (An Naazi´aat: 79:2)

"Indeed, those who were killed by the angels in a state of persecuting themselves, the angels 
asked: "What state are you in?" They replied: "We are the oppressed in the land." The angels 
said: "Isn't Allah's earth? wide, so that you can emigrate in that earth?” Those people are the 
place of Hell, and Hell is the worst place to return, (An Nisaa ': 4: 97)

“Then He perfected and breathed into it His spirit and He made for you hearing, sight, and heart;
you are very little grateful.” (As Sajdah: 32: 9)

In an attempt to unmask how angels actually take human life, I based on photons, quarks and 
deoxyribonucleic acid or deoxyribonucleic acid or the molecular structure of nucleic acids.



HYPOTHESIS

Here I propose the hypothesis that angels take human lives, it is actually Allah holding back my 
spirit whose death has been determined through the stopping of the heart to pump blood containing 
Deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA), seen from the point of view of photons, quarks and 
Deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA)

DEOXYRIBONUCLEIC ACID (DNA)

DNA is a repository of genetic information that has a double structure that forms a double helix and 
which contains polynucleotide macromolecules that are arranged repeatedly from nucleotide 
polymers. This nucleotide is composed of folate, a 5 carbon sugar and one of the nitrogenous bases. 
The nitrogenous bases are Guanine (G), Adenine (A), Cytocine (C) and Thymine (T).

Guanine (G) is composed of 5 carbon atoms, 5 nitrogen atoms, 1 oxygen atom and 5 hydrogen 
atoms. Adenine(A) has 5 carbon atoms, 5 nitrogen atoms and 5 hydrogen atoms. Cytocine (C) 
contains 4 carbon atoms, 3 nitrogen atoms, 1 oxygen atom and 5 hydrogen atoms. Thymine (T) 
contains 5 carbon atoms, 2 nitrogen atoms, 2 oxygen atoms and 6 hydrogen atoms. Folate contains 
1 phosphorus atom, 4 oxygen atoms and 2 hydrogen atoms. The 5 carbon sugar has 5 carbon atoms,
2 oxygen atoms and 8 hydrogen atoms.

PHOTON

Photons are elementary particles of the boson type and carriers of electromagnetic interactions.

QUARK

If we want to know quarks, then we consider one of the hydrogen atoms that is the building block of
the human body, animals, plants and fruits and inanimate objects. Then we open the body of the 
hydrogen atom, we will find one electron and one proton nucleus. Then if this proton is split, then 
we will find two up quarks and one down quark. Where these three quarks are combined with 
gluons.

ANGEL APPOINTED TO BE AN APOSTLE IS A MAN

Now, we are still concentrating on uncovering the secrets stored in the verse: "... We made the 
apostle an angel... a man... (Al An'aam: 6: 9)

It turns out, it is clearly illustrated, that the angel made as a messenger or a messenger, is a man.

That is, an angel is a man no different from humans. Because Allah has "...blowed into it my spirit... 
(Al Hijr: 15: 29) then in the body of an angel Allah has also "...blowed into it my spirit...(Al Hijr: 15: 
29) .

So, actually, between angels and humans are no different. Because in the human body there is "... 
My spirit... (Al Hijr: 15: 29), then in the angel's body there is also "... My spirit... (Al Hijr: 15: 29)

IN THE HUMAN BODY THERE IS MY SPIRIT, IN THE ANGELS BODY THERE IS MY 
SPIRIT

Now, let's unveil the secret behind the verse: "Say: "The angel of death entrusted to you will take your 
life..." (As Sajdah: 32:11)



An angel who is a man is given the task by Allah to take humans life.

Well, the meaning here is, because angels are also like humans, who are in their bodies
"... my spirit... (Al Hijr: 15: 29) then the angel's body is built by hydrogen atoms, carbon atoms, 
oxygen atoms and nitrogen atoms.

Because, as in the human body, there is a "... my spirit... (Al Hijr: 15: 29) which means the human 
body is built on the image of Deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA) where humans are made up of 32.20% 
carbon atoms, 25 ,43% nitrogen atoms, 6.78% oxygen atoms and 35.59% hydrogen atoms, so in the
angel's body too, there is Deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA)

Where Deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA) is found throughout the human body, including in the blood.

Now, "...The angel of death who was entrusted to you will take your life..." (As Sajdah: 32:11)

The truth is, "...He endures the soul He has decreed death for...(Az Zumar: 39:42)

Because, Allah restrains "... my spirit... (Al Hijr: 15: 29) which is in the human arteries, in the form of
blood, by stopping the function or work of the heart, so that blood cannot be pumped throughout the
body, then humans will die.

So now the question arises,

Why not angels who "...take life of..." (As Sajdah: 32:11) humans?

The answer is

Hidden in the secret behind the verse: "... We made the apostle an angel... a man... (Al An'aam: 6: 9)

So, because an angel is a man, in whose body is "... my spirit... (Al Hijr: 15: 29) as in a human body, 
then angels cannot take a life, as is directly done by "Allah. holds the soul when it dies... He holds the 
soul which He has decreed for death... (Az Zumar: 39: 42)

That is, here it is clearly illustrated, that angels cannot "...hold a soul when it dies...hold it...a soul that 
has been (in)...determined its death...(Az Zumar: 39: 42)

Because only Allah "... holds the soul when it dies... He holds the soul which He has decreed for death... 
(Az Zumar: 39: 42)

ANGELS CAN ASK MY SPIRIT, WHEN PEOPLE HAVE DIED

Now, let's unveil the secret behind the verse: "…people whose soul was taken by angel in a state of 
persecuting themselves, the angels asked: "What state are you in?" They replied: "We are the oppressed 
in the land. The angels said: "Isn't Allah's earth wide, so that you can emigrate there?."...An Nisaa ': 4: 
97)
Apparently, here it is clearly illustrated, "Allah holds the soul when it dies... He holds the soul that He 
has determined to die... (Az Zumar: 39: 42)

Then the angel's task, after humans died and was buried for a month, came out "... my spirit... (Al 
Hijr: 15: 29) from the human body that was in the grave, then "...the angel asked: "In what condition 
are you this?." They replied: "We are the oppressed in the land." The angels said: "Isn't Allah's earth 
wide, so that you can emigrate there?." An Nisaa ': 4: 97)



Well, the conversation between angels and "... my spirit... (Al Hijr: 15: 29) is done through sound 
frequency vibrations, which can be understood by angels and by "... my spirit...(Al Hijr: 15 :29)

Now, the secret hidden behind the verse has been revealed: "...The angel of death entrusted to you will
take of your life..." (As Sajdah: 32:11) "...He endures the soul that He has determined death for.. .(Az 
Zumar : 39: 42)
  
Namely, Allah who take of humans life "...He holds the soul that He has determined death... (Az 
Zumar: 39: 42) and the angel's job is "...ask: "In what state are you?." They replied: "We are the oppressed in 
the land." The angels said: "Isn't Allah's earth wide, so that you can emigrate there?." An Nisaa ': 4: 97)

CONCLUSION
 
Based on the description above, we can conclude that  the secrets stored in the verse: "... We made 
the apostle an angel... a man... (Al An'aam: 6: 9)

It turns out, it is clearly illustrated, that the angel made as a messenger or a messenger, is a man.

That is, an angel is a man no different from humans. Because Allah has "...blowed into it my spirit... 
(Al Hijr: 15: 29) then in the body of an angel Allah has also "...blowed into it my spirit...(Al Hijr: 15: 
29) .

So, actually, between angels and humans are no different. Because in the human body there is "... 
My spirit... (Al Hijr: 15: 29), then in the angel's body there is also "... My spirit... (Al Hijr: 15: 29)

Now, let's unveil the secret behind the verse: "Say: "The angel of death entrusted to you will take your 
life..." (As Sajdah: 32:11)

An angel who is a man is given the task by Allah to take humans life.

Well, the meaning here is, because angels are also like humans, who are in their bodies
"... my spirit... (Al Hijr: 15: 29) then the angel's body is built by hydrogen atoms, carbon atoms, 
oxygen atoms and nitrogen atoms.

Because, as in the human body, there is a "... my spirit... (Al Hijr: 15: 29) which means the human 
body is built on the image of Deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA) where humans are made up of 32.20% 
carbon atoms, 25 ,43% nitrogen atoms, 6.78% oxygen atoms and 35.59% hydrogen atoms, so in the
angel's body too, there is Deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA)

Where Deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA) is found throughout the human body, including in the blood.

Now, "...The angel of death who was entrusted to you will take your life..." (As Sajdah: 32:11)

The truth is, "...He endures the soul He has decreed death for...(Az Zumar: 39:42)

Because, Allah restrains "... my spirit... (Al Hijr: 15: 29) which is in the human arteries, in the form of
blood, by stopping the function or work of the heart, so that blood cannot be pumped throughout the
body, then humans will die.

So now the question arises,
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So, because an angel is a man, in whose body is "... my spirit... (Al Hijr: 15: 29) as in a human body, 
then angels cannot take a life, as is directly done by "Allah. holds the soul when it dies... He holds the 
soul which He has decreed for death... (Az Zumar: 39: 42)

That is, here it is clearly illustrated, that angels cannot "...hold a soul when it dies...hold it...a soul that 
has been (in)...determined its death...(Az Zumar: 39: 42)

Because only Allah "... holds the soul when it dies... He holds the soul which He has decreed for death... 
(Az Zumar: 39: 42)

Now, let's unveil the secret behind the verse: "…people whose soul was taken by angel in a state of 
persecuting themselves, the angels asked: "What state are you in?" They replied: "We are the oppressed 
in the land. The angels said: "Isn't Allah's earth wide, so that you can emigrate there?."...An Nisaa ': 4: 
97)
Apparently, here it is clearly illustrated, "Allah holds the soul when it dies... He holds the soul that He 
has determined to die... (Az Zumar: 39: 42)

Then the angel's task, after humans died and was buried for a month, came out "... my spirit... (Al 
Hijr: 15: 29) from the human body that was in the grave, then "...the angel asked: "In what condition 
are you this?." They replied: "We are the oppressed in the land." The angels said: "Isn't Allah's earth 
wide, so that you can emigrate there?." An Nisaa ': 4: 97)

Well, the conversation between angels and "... my spirit... (Al Hijr: 15: 29) is done through sound 
frequency vibrations, which can be understood by angels and by "... my spirit...(Al Hijr: 15 :29)

Now, the secret hidden behind the verse has been revealed: "...The angel of death entrusted to you will
take of your life..." (As Sajdah: 32:11) "...He endures the soul that He has determined death for.. .(Az 
Zumar : 39: 42)
  
Namely, Allah who take of humans life "...He holds the soul that He has determined death... (Az 
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